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Executive summary

This report provides a summary of the public consultation process for the Masterplan and
Delivery Strategy for Tresham Garden Village, which will comprise around 1,500 new homes
on the former Deenethorpe Airfield. The proposals also include extensive green space,
including the addition of around 100,000 trees, an array of recreational facilities and on-site
school provision at both primary and secondary levels. Land Acquisition and Promotion has
undertaken a programme of consultation on the draft Masterplan and Delivery Strategy from
February through to April 2018, to proactively engage and communicate with stakeholders
and the local community.
The consultation included three public exhibitions. The details were:
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Date

Venue

Number of Number of

% who support

attendees

people who

the

completed

redevelopment

feedback

of the site

forms at the
exhibitions
Tuesday 6 Benefield Village Hall
March

100

Main Street
Lower Benefield
PE8 5AF

73

Thursday

Weldon Cricket Club

8 March

Stamford Road

69.8%

67

Weldon
NN17 3JL
Friday
March

9 Deene

and

Deenethorpe 48

Village Hall
Deene
NN17 3EJ

A total of 122 feedback forms were completed, 73 at the exhibitions, 19 via freepost and 30
online. Of the respondents who commented on the proposals via the feedback form, the
most frequent points raised about the proposals were:


The benefit of around 100,000 new trees to strengthen the surrounding forest
landscape



The provision of other local facilities including a village hall, community café and
sports provision
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Concerns over the potential risk of increased traffic
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Introduction

Overview
This report provides a summary of the public consultation process for the Masterplan and
Delivery Strategy for Tresham Garden Village, on the site of the former Deenethorpe Airfield.
Background on the site and the proposed development
Land Acquisition and Promotion have formulated a Masterplan for around 1,500 new homes
on the former Deenethorpe Airfield. The proposals also include extensive green space,
including the addition of around 100,000 trees, an array of recreational facilities and on-site
school provision at both primary and secondary levels.

The site is identified on the plans below:

Administrative areas
The site is located in the Corby parliamentary constituency, Northamptonshire County
Council’s Oundle division, East Northamptonshire Council’s King’s Forest ward and the civil
parish of Deene and Deenethorpe.
Summary of public consultation
Land Acquisition and Promotion has undertaken a programme of consultation on the
Masterplan and Delivery Strategy from February to April 2018, proactively communicating
with local stakeholders and communities to build a foundation for ongoing community
engagement. The consultation has included engagement with:
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-

The local MP Tom Pursglove

-

East Northamptonshire Council

-

Northamptonshire County Council

-

Corby Borough Council

-

Weldon Parish Council

-

Deene and Deenthorpe Parish Council

-

Benefield Parish Council

-

Key and local stakeholders

-

Residents in the surrounding area of the proposed site

The remainder of this document sets out the engagement and consultation programme
undertaken for the proposed development, including the feedback received and how it was
addressed.

3. Community engagement and consultation – the approach
The core objectives underpinning the Masterplan consultation were to:
o Present emerging development proposals and supporting information
o Understand any concerns about the emerging proposals and respond to any issues
raised
o Inform the final proposals and subsequent planning application where possible
To achieve these objectives, the approach to community consultation was delivered in five
key steps:
1. Engagement with key stakeholders
2. Promotion of the proposals and the public exhibitions
3. Holding public exhibitions
4. Capture and analysis of feedback and responses
5. Preparation of this report

4. Community engagement and consultation – delivery
This section of the report outlines the activities undertaken as part of the community
engagement and consultation.
Engagement and consultation with key stakeholders
Prior to the public announcement about the exhibition, a number of key local stakeholders
were identified and contacted with information about the proposed development and details
of the public consultation.
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Meetings were also offered to Deene and Deenethorpe, Benefield, Glapthorn, Cotterstock
and Weldon parish councils. A full list of stakeholders contacted is attached at Appendix A.

The following meetings and events took place as part of the consultation:


A full stakeholder consultation day, including a site tour and presentation by the
Project Team. Matthew Taylor (Lord Taylor of Goss Moor) was a guest speaker. The
list of RSVPs can be seen in Appendix A



Glapthorn Parish Council on 15 February

Promoting the public consultation and public exhibition
Our aim was to promote the public consultation and the details of the public exhibitions to
ensure as many local people as possible were informed of the proposals, able to attend the
exhibitions and provide us with feedback.

Letters to stakeholders

Once the date and times of the public exhibitions were confirmed, a letter was sent to
stakeholders via email on 23 February 2018. The letter gave details of the proposals and the
public exhibitions, as well as a link to the website. They also offered stakeholders the
opportunity to discuss the proposals in advance of the exhibitions.

A copy of the letter is

attached at Appendix B.

A separate email was sent on Tuesday 13 March 2018 to Tom Pursglove MP, offering a
meeting with the project team. A copy of this email is attached at Appendix C. The meeting
took place on Monday 16 April at Westminster.

Letters to residents
2,100 letters were hand delivered to local residents by a Peterborough based company called
SPS Leaflet Distribution, who provide a professional and reliable service. The letters were
distributed on Friday 23 February 2018. The distribution areas for the letters can be seen on
the maps below highlighted in blue, whilst the proposed site is highlighted in red.
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The letter gave details of the proposals, the public exhibitions and the dedicated website. It
also gave the details of the consultation email address. A copy of the letter is attached at
Appendix D.

Posters

A4 posters were produced to promote the public exhibitions. They were distributed by SPS
and were displayed in the following locations on Friday 23 February 2018:
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Weldon Branch Surgery – 11a High Street, Weldon



High Street Bakery – High Street, Weldon



Londis – High Street, Weldon



Weldon Cricket Club, Weldon



Weldon C of E Primary School, Weldon



Weldon Congregational Church, Chapel Road



Sophie’s Attic, Weldon



The Hair Barn, Upper Benefield



Benefield Village Hall, Lower Benefield



St Peter’s Church, Deene



Garden Wise, Deene



Priors Hall Golf Club, Stamford Road, Corby, NN17 3JH

A1 posters were also produced for an A-frame display board that was placed outside the
venues on the day of the exhibitions to direct visitors to the exhibition and attract additional
attention. A copy of the poster is attached at Appendix E.

Website
A website was developed to host information about the proposals for Tresham Garden Village
http://www.treshamvillage.uk. The website went live on 16 February 2018 and was updated
throughout the public consultation period.

Since the website went live Google analytics show:

Media
A media release was circulated and an article about the proposals featured in the
Northamptonshire Telegraph on Thursday 1 March 2018.

An advert providing details about the proposals and promoting the public exhibition appeared
in the Nene Valley News on 24 February and the Northamptonshire Telegraph on 19 and 26
February. A copy of the advert and media coverage is provided at Appendix F and F(b).
The public exhibitions

Public exhibitions were held at three separate locations near the proposed development.
Each one was a drop-in event timed to allow flexibility for people to attend after work.

Date

Tuesday 6 March

Thursday 8 March

Friday 9 March

Venue

Benefield Village Hall

Weldon Cricket Club

Deene and Deenethorpe

Main Street

Stamford Road

Village Hall

Lower Benefield

Weldon

Deene

PE8 5AF

NN17 3JL

NN17 3EJ

3-7pm

3-7pm

3-7pm

Time
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Upon arrival, attendees were welcomed to the exhibition and directed to the various
materials on display. Attendees were encouraged to speak to members of the project team
about any questions that they might have. Project team members were identified via name
badges.

Displays and materials
Fourteen A1 exhibition panels were produced to provide detailed information on the
proposed development as follows:


Vision



Garden Villages for the 21st Century



Where is the site and why Tresham Garden Village?



Who are the project team for Tresham Garden Village?



A village for all: a summary



Strengthening the Rockingham Forest Landscape



Exemplary Homes for an Intergenerational Community



Attractive places to work



Accessible and sustainable travel (two boards)



A sustainable future



Masterplan



Next Steps

A copy of the exhibition boards is attached at Appendix G and a photograph of the exhibition
is attached at Appendix H.

Project Team

A range of project team members representing a variety of specialist areas attended the
exhibitions. Team members were selected to ensure as many questions as possible could be
answered. The full range of experts on hand to provide information and answer questions at
the different events can be seen in the table below (Table 1).
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Table 1: Project Team
Name

Company

Aldred Drummond

Land Acquisition and Promotion

Louise Haidar

Land Acquisition and Promotion

Mark Coombs

Deene Park Estate

Chris Pask

Charlton Brown Architects

Siwan Ifan

Charlton Brown Architects

Aymara Lamche-Brennan

Charlton Brown Architects

Andrew Wintersgill

David Lock Associates

Steve Johnstone

Lawrence Walker Limited

Observers

East Northants Council /Joint Planning and Delivery
Unit

Edward Saunders

Athene Communications

Hayley Culham

Athene Communications

Feedback mechanisms
A number of ways for people to provide their feedback were established:

Consultation email address and freepost
An email address was available for people to submit queries and comments to:
consultation@athene-communications.co.uk.

A freepost address was available for people to return their completed feedback forms via
post.

Consultation feedback form

A two-sided A4 consultation feedback form was available as a hard copy document at the
public exhibitions to give attendees an opportunity to provide feedback on the proposals, and
to leave their contact details to register for updates about the project.
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The feedback form consisted of closed (tick box options) and open questions (free text area
for people to provide comments). A copy of the consultation feedback form is provided at
Appendix I.

An online survey with the same questions was also available via the website. Both the
feedback forms and online survey were required to be returned by Monday 16 April. A
Freepost address was available for people to return to completed forms to.

Tracking, acknowledging and responding to feedback, questions and comments.
The completed feedback forms and online surveys have been collated and analysed, and
anonymous feedback has been provided to the project team.
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Results / findings of the public consultation

Key facts
The key facts from the public consultation include:


A total of 215 people attended the public exhibition



A total of 122 feedback forms were completed



73 feedback forms were completed at the exhibitions, 19 were sent in via the freepost
address and 30 were completed online

Key findings from the consultation feedback form
The key findings from the consultation feedback forms can be found below. Please note that
not every respondent answered every question.

Overall, do you support the redevelopment of this site?
This question listed three answers for respondents to choose from. A total of 121 people
answered this question, and their answers are displayed in the chart below (Chart 1). 75
(62%) respondents answered yes, 23 (19%) answered no and 23 (19%) did not know.
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What do you consider are the main benefits of our proposal?
This question listed 12 possible answers for respondents to choose from, and asked them to
tick those that applied. Responses are displayed in the chart below (Chart 2). The question
also gave respondents a free text area to list any other comments they may have, displayed in
the table below (Table 2).

81 people felt that the proposed space around the homes was a main benefit, 79 people were
encouraged by the proposed village facilities and 69 people answered that the planting of
around 100,000 new trees was a main benefit of the proposal:
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Chart 2: What do you consider are the main benefits of our
proposal?

100,000 new trees within a forest landscape
Plenty of space: family
houses/apartments/bungalows
Facilities: village hall, community café and
sports provision
30% of homes to be affordable to meet local
needs
Traditional character of village streets and
buildings
Extensive pedestrian/cycle links/public
transport
Carbon neutral development, 80% on-site
renewable energy
Developing a brownfield site into a sustainable
rural community
A school providing education up to age 16
1,500 new homes: family houses, apartments
and bungalows
1,500 jobs: home-working and small/medium
size businesses

The opportunity to build your own home
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Free text comments are shown in the table below. The top comment is the desire to create a
development that has an effective and viable community:
Table Two: What do you consider are the main benefits of our proposal?

Response

Development of effective and viable community

3

Public footpaths and areas for dog walking

1

40% affordable housing

1

Lack of medical facilities will further overload Corby Lakeside

1

Environmental protection

1

Maintaining the historical link with the former use of the site

1

Building structures that are actually worth building

1
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Continued vested interest from Deene Estate

1

Bus route - or links

1

Potential to improve the A427 at the Weldon end and stop the rat run through
Church Street

1

Taking pressure off building away from local villages

1

Shame cycle links aren't on the A427

1

No constraints - being imaginative and doing things differently - electric
charging, broadband

1

Self-build opportunity

1

Safe homes

1

Shops

1

Is there anything else that we should be looking at to help make the Garden Village a
successful and sustainable community?
This was an open- ended question that generated a number of key themes, as shown in Chart
3.
The three most important factors highlighted by respondents were that there should be a
dedicated health clinic/doctors’ surgery within the development; that traffic management be
a key focus to address the impact on local roads, and that all environmental concerns are well
managed.
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Chart 3:

Free text comments are shown in the table below (Table Three.) The top comments are:


The impact the proposed garden village could have on other nearby villages such as
Upper Benefield and Weldon



The desire for a place of worship



The need for adequate healthcare provision

Table Three: Is there anything else we should be looking at to help make the
Garden Village a successful and sustainable community?

Response

Traffic and Transport
The impact it could have on other nearby villages such as Upper Benefield and
Weldon

7

Good bicycle links outside of the village, i.e. through to Corby train station

2

Bypass the village with a link between A427 and A43 with a link from it into
the village. This would solve the problem of the bottleneck in Weldon and
avoid the centre of the village becoming a rat run

1

Church Street, Weldon should be made one way. Also a pavement put down
as dangerous to walk. Too many lorries from site passing church

1

Traffic Flow - no fast traffic

1
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Entrance and exit junction on A43 - Corby & Stamford

1

Phase 5 improvements to footpaths, bridleways etc should be completed in
an earlier phase

1

Facilities
A faith-based focal point, that could be used by all the major denominations

5

Sustainable community sports facilities, with 3G pitch and general community
spaces for mixed activities

2

A pub

1

A boating pond /children's paddling pool, skate park, bird hides near lakes,
BMX track, children's play areas

1

Low key recreation facilities, children's playground, BMX track, boating pond,
mountain bike track through to Badminton / tennis & bowls facilities

1

A successful livery yard needs a network of safe bridleways plus an acre of
turnout per horse

1

Ensure community facilities built early on

1

Promoting other local facilities i.e. golf clubs, rugby etc. that complements the
plans

1

Design and Homes
A real, purposeful blend of buildings and quality living space. Set in an exciting
but relaxing environment.

4

Adhere to 30% affordable housing, integrated with open market stock, not
marginalised at the edges of developments

3

The historical link between the local area and the airfield should be
maintained and the proposals do just that and should be encouraged.

1

Size of bedrooms – three bedrooms should mean three doubles

1

Homes should all have driveways

1

In deeds, state no caravans allowed and large sign written vans – this would
spoil the design intentions of the village

1

Reinventing tradition – New ideas and modern materials in the build as well as
traditional organic not forced prescriptive development

1

Safety and Security with design criteria

1
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Pleasing way to store recycling bins recycling runway hardcore

1

Quality of build

1

Less affordable housing

1

Creating a natural demographic

1

Pleasant to be in and walk around for old people and children

1

Healthcare
Doctor’s surgery / Medical Centre / dentist
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Sustainability, Infrastructure and Environment
Wildlife moved to a new/better habitat

2

Local recycling

1

Local Energy Generation (on-site)

1

Environmental centre where people could see the progress as Tresham gets
developed i.e. energy use, rainwater harvester

1

I am pleased that the provision of lakes will reduce the risk of flooding in
Lower Benefield. A one arch bridge on the gated road to Glapthorn would
help flood water get away quicker. Our garden is flooded on a regular basis

1

Need sufficient emergency services for growing areas

1

Ultra-fast Broadband coverage

1

Sewerage and other basic infrastructure

1

Other
Build it in another place

5

Honestly - how much of the above is guaranteed?? Similar developments
have not stuck to their plans and sure you won't either!!

1

Keeping community spirit

1

Garden Village notion is a nonsense. It is a settlement, stop using nonsense
government language. It needs good links to Corby as the principal local
settlement

1

All sounds great but based on Priors Hall experience we are cynical

1
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Please list any concerns that you have in relation to the proposal
This question asked respondents to share their concerns about the development. As an open
ended question it generated a range of comments, but these generally fit within seven key
themes (Chart 4).

Free text comments are shown in the table below (Table Four.) The top comments are:
 Increased traffic and pressure on road network
 Noise and disruption during and after construction
 The need for adequate healthcare provision

Table Four: Please list any concerns that you have in relation to the proposal

Response

Increased traffic and pressure on road network

56

Noise and disruption during construction and afterwards

8

Pressure on hospital and doctors

7

That what is promised isn’t delivered

7

Affordable retirement and non-retirement provision not being included

6

Environmental concerns, including removing trees to be replaced with
saplings

6

Effect on schools

4

Cycle way may only be within the village as funding for adjoining cycleways

3
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not available
Development in the wrong place, creating problems for local community

3

The development site benefits from close proximity to the highly significant
Elizabethan landscape of Lyveden. The location of Deenethorpe Airfield north
of key views from Lyveden New Bield creates the potential for skyglow light
pollution to impact on the setting and significance of the heritage assets.
National Trust therefore requests that the Masterplan and subsequent Design
Codes incorporate a ‘dark sky’ lighting strategy, as previously discussed and
agreed (refer to minutes of stakeholder workshop on 29 October 2015
containing a commitment to pursue this strategy). The minutes of this
meeting may need to be referred to in order to ensure that commitments by
the developer are carried forward into the Masterplan.

2

Mismanagement in certain areas - i.e. waste disposal and people
management

2

Infrastructure including drainage

2

Impact on local villages is massive

1

Narrow streets

1

Our dream retirement home now looks on to a hotel and is vulnerable to
crime

1

You have most of the pieces of the jigsaw but just scattered on the site.
Where is the joined up thinking?

1

Moving war memorial on A427

1

Flooding in surrounding villages

1

Dog walkers

1

We don't want affordable housing - generally do not add to a neighbourhood
as no-one working!

1

Homes being left empty

1

None currently, but Northamptonshire Police CPDA need to have an ongoing
dialogue at more detailed pre- app layout stage

1

Travelling to Corby from the Weldon side currently one sees a definite ‘edge’
to the area. This edge is a very definite industrial edge which really imposes a
scar on the landscape. A garden village that blends seamlessly into the natural
landscape would be really beneficial....both aesthetically and for wildlife. Rills
and/or streams can provide habitats for flora and fauna, whilst simultaneously

1
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taking away run off into surrounding countryside and water creates the
feeling of the outdoors.
It is hard (or impossible) to imagine an instant community having any sort of
heritage, culture, or social traditions. On paper, the idea sounds lovely. Most
established villages have a genuine mix of housing, from ancient to cutting
edge, and the social diversity to match. Residents will be forced to leave the
development regularly to find culture and entertainment. Putting 5000 people
in one place and expecting an instant community is wishful thinking... the best
things in life started small and develop, bit by bit over a very long time

1

Can you see any way in which the proposal presented in this consultation will affect you,
whether positively or negatively, more than other people, for example because of a
disability, your race or gender? If you have answered yes, please explain how and why?

This question did not generate responses that highlight any discrimination. Respondents
largely took the opportunity to reaffirm their concerns about traffic issues.

Other comments are noted in the table below (Table Five.)

Table Five - Comments
Traffic concerns

5

Would like to "self-build'

4

As Chairman of Nene Valley District Scouts I hope to be involved in providing facilities 1
for Beavers, Cubs and Scouts in Tresham.
Concerns that the current health care for Northants is not degraded any further. We 1
would like to see this is addressed before the development progresses too far.
As a member of the 401st Historical Society and Board Member of the USA Association, 1
I welcome the proposals.
All negative - area already massively developed. Just go somewhere else.

1

We are planning to retire within the next 10 years

1

Environmental concerns

1

Any increase in employment will help the community

1

The present site can do with an amazing development like this. I support this 1
development. I am the new homes area Sales Manager for Connells and can assure you
23

that we can do with a development.

Feedback via the consultation email, phone and freepost
An email address was available for people to submit queries and comments to. This was
monitored by Athene on a regular basis and replies were sent to all enquiries. A total of 20
email queries and freepost letters were received, these are shown in Appendix J.
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Response to issues raised during the public consultation

All comments received as part of the consultation have been recorded and analysed. The
results have been fed back to the project team and the key issues have been identified, and
wherever appropriate addressed.

The following table (Table Six) highlights the key areas of concern raised during the
consultation and the project team’s response.

Table Six - Issue / Concern raised

Response

Traffic will cause additional pressure in the We carried out traffic modelling using the
area

Northamptonshire Strategic Transport Model
(NSTM) which covers the period until 2031.
Analysis has shown traffic to and from Tresham
Garden Village would travel as follows:
i) around 25% on the A427
ii) 15% using the A43 to the north
iii)60% using the A43 towards, or around,
Corby
The vast majority of development traffic is
predicted to remain on the major roads. Any
increase in peak hour traffic through Weldon is
predicted to be minimal. Peak hour traffic along
the A427 through Benefield and Oundle are
projected to increase. The target is to limit the
overall change to less than two extra vehicles
per minute. Based on the modelling completed
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to date, this is an achievable goal. Development
traffic passing through other local villages such
as Deenethorpe, Glapthorn and Cotterstock
would be minimal, as more convenient routes
are available. The through-route between the
A427 and the A43 is not projected to draw any
significant third-party traffic. Around a dozen
junctions on the existing local network would
experience a change in traffic volumes that
warrants further and more detailed analysis as
part of the Transport Assessment for the
planning application.

High-level strategic

modelling shows no junction is projected to be
operating at more than 5% above capacity in
2031, even with Tresham Garden Village in
place. This assessment has shown us that traffic
impacts from Tresham are likely to fall wholly
within manageable limits.
The development will cause strain on medical We are actively engaged with local primary
services

healthcare providers with a view to ensuring
timely provision of a healthcare facility within
the garden village.

There is a need for community facilities for There will be community venues to act as focal
everyone to enjoy

points throughout including a multi-functional
community hall, public house and shops. A wide
range of proposed recreational facilities include:
• a village cricket pitch with a traditional
pavilion
• football pitches
• tennis courts
• a bowling green
• a natural amphitheatre for cultural outdoor
events
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• a BMX track
• lakes for recreation and enjoyment of the
natural environment
The infrastructure is not there to support so It is essential we deliver strong community,
many new homes

recreational and shopping facilities in walkable,
vibrant, sociable neighbourhoods. The village
will be designed to cater for all age groups,
providing

on-site

primary

and

secondary

schooling. There will be community venues to
act as focal points throughout including a multifunctional community hall, public house and
shops. Our plan is also to create a retirement
hub containing around 225 homes for older
people set within the wider village.
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Conclusion

Land Acquisition and Promotion has proactively sought to engage and consult with key local
stakeholders, community leaders, local residents and businesses about the proposals for
Tresham Garden Village, on the former Deenethorpe Airfield.

Information about the proposed development and the public consultation has been widely
promoted and people have had an opportunity to feedback. Key stakeholders were also
offered an opportunity to discuss the proposals prior to the exhibitions. 215 people attended
the three public exhibitions held in March and in total 122 feedback forms were completed.
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